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AECOM credits Bentley Systems as strategic partner
for project delivery technologies excellence
Extends ProjectWise adoption through new
Bentley Cloud Services Subscription Program
LONDON – The Year in Infrastructure 2015 Conference – Nov. 2, 2015 – AECOM and
Bentley Systems today jointly announced that AECOM, which has named Bentley as a
strategic partner for project delivery technologies, has extended its ProjectWise corporate
commitment to fully include the new Bentley Cloud Services Subscription Program.
AECOM is a longstanding user of Bentley’s ProjectWise, a global project collaboration
platform that offers work sharing capabilities with the ability to connect to other Bentley
products. Five out of the 54 Be Inspired Awards finalists named by independent jurors
and presenting at this year’s Year in Infrastructure Conference are AECOM nominations.
AECOM’s finalist nomination for “Innovation in Project Delivery” documented 80
percent savings in project startup from the capabilities offered by Bentley’s Cloud
Services Subscription Program.
Under the new enterprise service agreement, AECOM has full access to all of Bentley’s
mobile apps and other services including a team of embedded Bentley resources who

globally support AECOM employees using ProjectHub, a hybrid ProjectWise system
developed in-house at AECOM and used by 20,000 users on thousands of projects.
AECOM’s ProjectHub system underscores its steadfast commitment to using technology
to grow, differentiate, and innovate its business by ensuring best-in-class delivery of all
phases of the project lifecycle. ProjectHub uses seven identical “hubs” placed globally,
allowing users to access the system from anywhere in the world and have a consistent
experience across projects and geographies. The hub system ensures user access is at
local speeds, while maintaining global consistency across projects.
AECOM CIO Tom Peck said, “Bentley’s flexibility, technology portfolio, industry
knowledge, and willingness to go above and beyond the typical vendor-client relationship
have helped extend AECOM’s market position, complete our client service offerings, and
enhance our delivery capabilities. We have a high level of confidence in Bentley’s
software and services, which support our goals of mobilizing faster, reducing risk, and
implementing the resourcing flexibility required to optimally staff our projects with our
widespread domain expertise.”
Bentley Systems COO Malcolm Walter, who is executive sponsor of Bentley’s AECOM
relationship, said, “It is so gratifying to work with a firm like AECOM and to be part of
enabling it to achieve its objective of becoming the premier fully integrated infrastructure
firm. AECOM’s leadership recognizes the tremendous advantage that information
technology can afford their organization in serving clients’ dynamic needs on a global
basis. We welcome AECOM as among the first to take full advantage of our innovative
new Bentley Cloud Services Subscription Program, further enhancing the ability of its
teams around the globe to work in a connected environment.”
For additional information about:
•

The Be Inspired Awards Program

•

The Year in Infrastructure 2015 Conference

About Bentley Systems
Bentley Systems is a global leader in providing architects, engineers, geospatial
professionals, constructors, and owner-operators with comprehensive software solutions
for advancing the design, construction, and operations of infrastructure. Bentley users
leverage information mobility across disciplines and throughout the infrastructure
lifecycle to deliver better-performing projects and assets. Bentley solutions encompass
MicroStation applications for information modeling, ProjectWise collaboration services
to deliver integrated projects, and AssetWise operations services to achieve intelligent
infrastructure – complemented by worldwide professional services and comprehensive
managed services.
Founded in 1984, Bentley has more than 3,000 colleagues in over 50 countries, more than
$600 million in annual revenues, and since 2008 has invested more than $1 billion in
research, development, and acquisitions. Additional information about Bentley is
available at www.bentley.com.
About AECOM
AECOM is built to deliver a better world. We design, build, finance and operate
infrastructure assets for governments, businesses and organizations in more than 150
countries. As a fully integrated firm, we connect knowledge and experience across our
global network of experts to help clients solve their most complex challenges. From highperformance buildings and infrastructure, to resilient communities and environments, to
stable and secure nations, our work is transformative, differentiated and vital. A Fortune
500 firm, AECOM companies had revenue of approximately US$19 billion during the 12
months ended June 30, 2015. See how we deliver what others can only imagine at
aecom.com and @AECOM.
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